List of Preventative Measures
We hope our heightened hygiene and preventative measures will provide a safe
environment for our students and staff, and we greatly appreciate your support and cooperation as well.
Please kindly take note of the following:












During this crucial period, there will be no waiting in our lobby. Our classrooms and
entrance areas will be sanitized regularly. Please only arrive 5 minutes before the
session to drop off and pick up your child.
Parents need to confirm guardian and child’s travel history during this time by
completing the Health & Travel declaration form. For all students that have travelled
to China, they will be asked not to come to class until 14 days after arrival date.
All students, guardians and staff are required to bring and wear their own face masks
on premise at all times. We suggest students to place 2 extra masks in their school
bags. We would love to provide masks for each person, however due to the limited
supply, we may not be able to arrange one.
Temperatures will be taken upon their arrival before entry to our premise. Anyone with
temperatures above 37.5 °C or not wearing face masks will not be allowed to enter
the premise. We ask guardians to accompany students until after temperature has
been taken in case a student is running a temperature.
During this time, we have been informed by Hysan Management that they will also
check that anyone that enters the building must be wearing a mask and that their
temperature is below 37.5 °C.
If any student is feeling unwell, with any fever, flu/cold-like symptoms, they must be
kept at home.
We have set up multiple air-purifiers and alcohol-based hand sanitizers throughout
the centre.
Shoes will be disinfected upon arrival to limit the travel of germs.
Students must wash their hands with soap prior to attending class.

We greatly appreciate your help to ensure a safe and healthy environment for everyone.
For more information and guidelines for prevention for Severe Respiratory Disease with a
Novel Infectious Agent, please visit: https://www.chp.gov.hk/en/features/102465.html

